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LIBER 2004 

Libraries and the law - partners or adversaries ?

Changing libraries, encountering the law

Isabelle Giannattasio
Directeur du département de l’Audiovisuel

Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Not being a legal expert, I wondered why Suzanne Jouguelet asked me to speak in a session devoted to “ Libraries and the law – partners or adversaries ? ”. But as Head of the Bibliothèque nationale de France Audio-visual department , I am a librarian, and  a librarian who has been working in the audiovisual field for quite a long time.�



Explicitly means  that representation has to be specified according to three aspects :

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
In fact, earlier than other librarians, audiovisual librarians have had to face technical issues, as well as legal issues due to the nature of the documents. These issues have now been extended to the general field of library management, what Michel Melot, an important French librarian, has called once "the audiovisual contamination ".
�



LIBER 2004 

Libraries and the law - partners or adversaries ?

Changing libraries, encountering the law

-Evolution of the role of libraries
-Increase of authors rights
-Deregulation and globalization due to Internet

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Three phenomena have happened at the same time
 the evolution of the role of libraries, or rather of the way libraries have to accomplish their missions
 the increase of authors rights
In the context of deregulation and globalization due to Internet

What opportunities, what obstacles do these phenomena represent for the three library missions : developing, preserving, and giving access to collections ?
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Bibliothèque nationale de France

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
I am in the context of the BnF, a national library containing heritage collections, most of them coming from legal deposit, used for research purposes in the research area. On the other hand, the BnF has collections acquired for a larger public, in the public library area.


�
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Bibliothèque nationale de France

• Heritage collections, acquired collections
• Reserach library, public library

• Département de l ’Audiovisuel 
900 000 phonograms
120 000 videograms

80 000 multimédia and  electronic documents

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Within the Direction of the collections, the Audiovisual department is in charge of Phonograms, videograms,  multimedia and electronic documents.
Coming from Les Archives de la parole, created in 1911 by the linguist Ferdinand Brunot from the Sorbonne University, the  collection was further developped mainly with published records, mostly from legal deposit. The collection now has over one million documents, in all kinds of technical devices and carriers.
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Bibliothèque nationale de France

• Heritage collections, acquired collections
• Reserach library, public library

• Département de l ’Audiovisuel : 1 million document
phonograms, videograms, multimédia, electronic 
documents

• Enlarging collections, conservation, communication

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
In France, the Audiovisual heritage collections are shared by three institutions : BnF for those documents, Centre National de la Cinématographie for film carriers, Institut national de l’Audiovisuel for radio and television archives.
In the BnF, audiovisual collections are enlarged by legal deposit, by acquisitions, by donations.
BUT whereas we own the carriers, that is a material property, we do not own the intelectual property of the work. Yet, some, and in fact all the authors rights and neighbouring rights are concerned by the actions we have to perform in order to accomplish our mission of conservation and communication. For that reason, before coming back to the way we enlarge the collections, I would like to consider conservation and communication.
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Conservation  = reproduction

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Conservation is first of all preservation ; proper storage conditions, adequate playing equipment, … . 
But, for some of the carriers, conservation means reproduction :
 because they will be damaged by a mechanical playing process such as mechanical disks, audio and video tapes, etc.
 because they will be damaged even when not used, because they are chemically unstable - such as direct disks, acetate tapes, magnetic tapes…This image is not the moon, … but a damaged direct disk
 because their playback equipment is no longer produced, and cannot be maintained : professional video-players for instance.
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Conservation  = reproduction

• Endangered carriers : mechanical disks, audio and video tapes ; direct 
disks, acetate tapes, magnetic tapes…

• Obsolescence of equipment - such as video tapes, ...

• BnF Preservation Plan : 100 000 sound documents, 100 000 
video

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Those endangered carriers represent 20% of our collection, i.e. 200 000 documents for which we have devised a “Preservation plan”.
Reproducing today means digitising, as practically no analogue technology exists any more. Plus digitisation warrants quality.
However reproduction is not always technically possible : recently, in order to fight against piracy, companies produced locked documents and are even planning documents that self destruct. Does that mean that we shall have to become corsairs, the King’s pirates,  in order to conserve such documents ?



�
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conservation  = reproduction  
=>reproduction right

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Technically we should reproduce, and we reproduce, in this studio for instance, but legally reproduction is a patrimonial right, belonging to :

 an author : for 70 years after his death plus war years. For A/V documents, many authors contribute to a particular work - author of the scenario, of the adaptation, of the text, of the music, and the film maker. When a work is adapted from a previous creation which is still protected, the authors of the original work are also concerned. If this particular work includes a piece of music, a building, a work of art…. the composer, the architect, the painter or sculptor are also concerned. If this particular work is made up of archival material, then it becomes a real legal vertigo.Fortunately, the production contract will cover most of the rights.
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conservation  = reproduction  
=>reproduction right

• author ’s right

• neighbouring rights : interpreter, producer 

• patrimonial right, moral right

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
	- a producer : for 50 years after the first registration. A producer means producer of a film, producer of a phonogram
 an interpreter : for 50 years after the interpretation. And  interpreter means ; a performer, a singer, an actor, … Of course there can be many interpreters for a given work.
Producer and interpreter rights are “neighbouring rights”.

Reproduction also entails a moral right, respecting the quality and the integrity of a particular work. The work cannot be damaged nor abusively restored.
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conservation  = reproduction  
=>reproduction right

• exclusive right => specify

– technical process
– aim, objective of the reproduction
– duration, territory

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�

The reproduction right is an exclusive right : it has to be explicitly given or sold.

Explicitly means that the reproduction process has to be specified.
This is obviously a problem, in a changing technical context ; if the reproduction process is not specified we are not supposed to reproduce. If the reproduction process was specified, in the 70’s or 80’s as using analogue, or video process, today we are not supposed to digitise. If we have been prudent and used a clause like “reproduction by any process existing or future”,  it has no legal value.

Explicitly also means that it is necessary to specify the aim, the objective of the reproduction : to conserve ? To give access in the library ? On line ? To loan ? And also the duration, the territory. 

Giving access to our documents is not least important both in terms of our cultural role, and from a legal standpoint. 
�
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Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�

Giving access 
Librarians speak about giving access to their collections.
And we give access to our Audiovisual collection in this reading room. 
Because that is beyond the “family circle”, lawyers translate it as representation.
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Access to A/V collection = representation 
=>representation right

• author ’s right

• neighbouring rights : interpreter, producer 

• patrimonial right, moral right

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�

Yet, representation right, as reproduction right, belongs to authors, interpreters, producers 
It is also an exclusive right, that has to be given or sold explicitly.

Explicitly means  that representation has to be specified according to three points of vue :

�
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Access to A/V collection = representation 
=>representation right

• exclusive right => specify

- kind of use
– place : Intranet ? Internet ? , ...
– duration

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
- what kind of use ? On terminals ? public screeening ? And what about other uses allowed by digitisation, as print, downloading, …
-  the place : is it in a library , using  an intranet ? in a library network ? On line, on Internet  ? For which final users ?
- the duration : for five, ten, twenty years or for the legal duration ? The custom in French libraries is to buy the representation right for the life of the carrier.
Author’s right are clearly patrimonial rights according to the financial meaning of the term, in the name of just remuneration. Therefore there will be a crescendo according to the type of use : more or less extended  (number of terminals for instance) ; free or not (charging screening for instance). 
It will be noted that those remuneration will not be proportionally linked to the use : there is no “Pay per view” system in French libraries. A fixed price contract is established.
�
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Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
At last, in addition to the previous problems we have just seen, it is sometimes necessary to reproduce documents in order to provide an access to them regardless of any conservation consideration. So we digitise sound and video documents in order to make them available on our library terminals via an intranet. We also need to download  cd-roms on a server for the same reason.
This is an exemple of our technical equipment 
Now that we are aware of legal issues brought up by conservation and access, we can go back to the beginning : enlarging  the collection.
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Access to A/V collection = representation 
=>representation right

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
And this is an exemple of our working station for video .

Now that we are aware of legal issues brought up by conservation and access, we can go back to the beginning : enlarging  the collection.

�
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Enlarging collection

• legal deposit

• acquisitions

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
On a legal point of view, there are two ways of adding to our collections :  by legal deposit and by acquisitions.
Legal deposit has been established in France in 1938 for phonograms, 1975 for videograms and composite documents, 1992 for electronic documents, and will be extended to web sites in the 2nd half of 2004.
The missions of institutions in charge of legal deposit documents are : collecting, cataloguing, conserving, and giving access to the documents.
By a law, soon to be voted in Parliament, reproduction and representation rights will be given to these institutions so that they can carry out their missions  - conserving and giving access. But access is restricted to individual and research usage, on the premises of the institution in charge of the legal deposit.
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Enlarging collections : the legal deposit

• legal deposit

= collect, catalogue, conserve, and make available for 
research

• reproduction in order to conserve and to make available

• representation : make available for research purposes, for 
individual use and on the premises

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
These exceptions to author and neighbouring rights will be an adaptation by French Law of the European Directive. (The only one, with the other one for handicaped people)
This minimal use will never cause a loss of profit for the rights holders.
The aim is indeed to gather a national heritage collection, as comprehensive as possible, for research purposes.
�
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Enlarging collections : acquisitions

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

• acquisitions, donations, legacies

• global way : collecting society
• title by title

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Acquisitions, either gratis or subject to payment, require an  authorisation for representation. For some documents, we need also an authorisation for reproduction, when the reproduction is a sine qua non condition in order to conserve and make them available to the public.
Such rights can be acquired following two procedures :
 globally when a collecting society exists.
 title by title when it doesn’t. In that case each library, or a purchasing outfit or a  consortium will contract.
The proper procedure depends on the kind of rights holder.
The simplest situation is when the rights holder is represented by a global collecting society. This is the case for authors, composers and publishers of music, represented by SACEM, whether they be French or foreign.
The more complicated situation is when the  rights holder is not known : an unidentified author, or an unidentified rights holder of a dead author.
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Enriching collections : acquisitions

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

•global way : collecting society

•title by title

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Between those two situations, we take a risk :

 when a collecting society does not represent all the rights holders to sign a global contract with this society could be risky. This is the case for interpreters collecting societies.
 when the representative of several rights holders does not  represent them for sure. This is the case for producers : we are not sure that a producer has acquired the rights of representation in the library, the rights of reproduction on video or on digital carriers from the different rights owners. Such uses were not the main concern of the production contract at the time. 
To complicate the procedure, there can exist rivalry between two collecting societies as between interpreters and producers societies.
But to simplify it, there are “super-collecting societies”, [guichets uniques] federating several kinds of rights holders for certain types of use : for instance an efficient model is SDRM (Société du droit de reproduction mécanique) represents the SACEM (composers), SACD (playwrights), SCAM (film-makers) for reproduction right. The super collecting societies are necessary for the multimedia world, and SESAM was created for that purpose.
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Enlarging collections : acquisitions

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Is it possible to acquire audiovisual documents ?

•published phonograms
•published videograms
•multimedia cd-rom
•unpublished sound and audiovisual documents

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Well. Is it really possible to acquire audiovisual documents ?

Yes it is. But we have to use an adapted process for each kind of document, in order to settle as many legal questions as possible.

 for published phonograms, we shall buy the records in a store, and we shall have a general contract with SACEM for authors rights.
 for published videograms, we have to buy them through a purchasing outfit which contracts with the rights holders.
 for multimedia cd-roms, for each title we shall request the authorisation from the publisher or the producer.
 for unpublished sound and audiovisual documents, we shall have a contract with the grantor. At best it will be a producer, who  has acquired most of the rights. But in fact, we have to analyse each situation in order to be sure if we are acquiring the necessary rights from the right person.
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in conclusion : conservation

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

•digitisation

•quality 

• library conservatory of contents

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
In conclusion
 
Two remarks about digitisation, as the digital era  has not changed the nature of legal issues but has emphasised them.

About conservation : the quality of a digital reproduction is very good, and can be reproduced and maintained much better than former analogue reproduction. A digital reproduction will never be the original document in its editorial form but it can be the content of the document. By reproducing endangered carriers, the library has become a conservatory of many works which would have otherwise been lost  even for the rights holders themselves.
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in conclusion : availability

Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

•digitisation

• on line library

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
About availability
So far libraries have always made their collections available to the public outside their premises  but in a very restricted way : reproductions for publications, reproduction for public or private use, settling  the rights for each use.  

Now, with Internet, dissemination of collections has become urgent, as an evolution of the social mission of the library.
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Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

•digitisation

• on line library

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
As the Archives de la parole where pioneer in 1911, in this image, collecting french languages and songs, we have to be actors of the Internet world

In a context of de facto deregulation libraries still remain respectful of the law. 

But legal and economic global solutions are indeed necessary so that libraries are not excluded from the digital explosion.
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Libraries and the law 
partners or adversaries ?
Isabelle Giannattasio
Bibliothèque nationale de France

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�



But legal and economic global solutions are indeed necessary so that libraries are not excluded from the digital explosion.


I thank you for your attention 


�
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